
Lesson Objective: To produce photographs ‘freezing’ the movement of water using  

flash. 

Resources: Small fish tank. Ball. Stand for fish tank. Black backing paper. Water. 

Camera Resources: Camera body (in this case a Olympus OMD EM5). Tamron f2.5 28mm  manual 

focus lens with adaptor for the OMD.  Multiblitz studio tripod. Flashgun. Lighting stand. Radio 

trigger. 

Method 

 

The idea of this photograph is to show the falling object splashing into the water in the fish tank .   

This shot was taken indoors and illuminated by an off-camera flash gun which was operated by a 

radio trigger. 

 

The fish tank was placed on a stand and half filled with water. The camera was set up on a tripod 

so that the lens was level with the height of the water. A manual lens was chosen so that the fo-

cus point could be set prior to the shots being taken. As it would be difficult to judge the exact 

point where the ball fell into the water (as it was going to be dropped by a pupil) a small aperture 

was selected to give greater depth of field. 

 

The flashgun was set up on a lighting stand and positioned about 2m from the fish tank. While 

trial and improvement would give the correct f/stop after a few attempts, the use of a flash meter 

ensured that the initial exposure was accurate. In this case the meter indicated an f/stop of f8. As 

we had previously used f11, the decision was made to move the flashgun closer to the fish tank 

to increase the required f/stop. 

 

(Moving from f8 to f11 is one stop. This means that half the light will fall on the sensor. To com-

pensate for this the flash to object distance has to reduced to the distance that will effectively 

produce twice as much light. This is determined by the inverse square law.) 

 

In this photograph, the shutter speed is determined by the flash synchronisation speed of the 

camera; in this case 1/250 of a second 

 

Splash Photography 



Rationale 

 

This shot allows pupils to develop an awareness of off camera flash operation via a wireless  

transmitter. It also allows for practice with a flash meter, but if one is not available, it is possible 

to judge the correct f/stop through trial and improvement. 

 

It is also worth noting that in this type of photography the flashgun is effectively the shutter.   

Ambient light in the room is not sufficient at the flash synchronisation speed to produce very 

much of an image on the sensor at all, so it is the very brief burst of flash that not only illumi-

nates, but freezes movement in the water. 

 

 

Pre-focus lens at the point 

you expect the ball to hit 

the water. 

Black backing 

close to tank. 

Camera level with 

water. 

   Flash 
Angle flash away from 

black backing to give 



Key Words 

 

 

Flash synch speed: The maximum shutter speed that will allow the shutter of the  camera to be 

completely open at the point a flash is fired. Typically it is between 1/125 and 1/250 of a second.  

 

Inverse square law: The inverse square law states that that the intensity of illumination or gravi-

tational  changes in inverse proportion to the square of the distance from the source. So, if you 

double the distance from a light source to the subject, only a quarter of the light will fall on it 

( 1/2²).  If you increase the distance by 3 times, you will get 1/9 of the light falling on the subject 

(1/3²). 

 

Off camera flash: A flash source that is away from  the camera. It can be controlled by a wire, or 

increasingly commonly, a wireless connection with the camera. 

 

Radio trigger: A device to fire an off camera flashgun with radio waves rather than it being con-

nected to the camera. These can sometimes be used to operate the camera shutter remotely as 

well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The final image (shot in 

Raw) was sharpened in 

photoshop, and the con-

trast was increased. 

 

Finally the image was 

cropped square. 





Resource Material 

 


